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A 21st century drum n' bass odyssey for the networked generation, influenced by LTJ Bukem, Photek,

BT, Pendulum, and The Sims. 10 MP3 Songs in this album (33:43) ! Related styles: ELECTRONIC: Drum

'n Bass/Jungle, ELECTRONIC: Breakbeat/Breaks People who are interested in BT LTJ Bukem Photek

should consider this download. Details: MASS MEDIA CONSTANT is a 21st century drum n' bass

odyssey for the networked generation. By drawing influence from such sources as LTJ Bukem, Photek,

BT, Pendulum, and The Sims, zircon ensures no two tracks sound alike. His signature electro-organic

style, developed over the course of four previous breakbeat and trance albums, has morphed and

evolved with the fast tempos and scintillating colors found throughout this album. As you listen, imagine a

scene conceived by the artist during the album's creation - walking through a super-stylized version of

Times Square at midnight on a Saturday, looking at all the billboards, bathing in neon light, hearing music

coming from bars and restaurants, and watching cars and buses fly by. --- zircon (otherwise known as

Andrew Aversa) has been a covert ops electronic audio specialist since 2002, and currently focuses on

developing cutting-edge, rhythm-based defensive systems. His headquarters are presently located on the

outskirts of Philadelphia, where he has developed an "organic electronic" compound used to construct his

powerful brand of music inspired by artists such as the Prodigy, BT, The Chemical Brothers, Hybrid,

Pendulum, and Fatboy Slim. Recent breakthrough research has led zircon to pursue music supply

operations to film, TV, video games, ads, and other media platforms; his music has been detected on the

soundtrack of the hit game "Super Street Fighter II Turbo: HD Remix" (360/PS3, 2008) as well as the U.K.

drama Skins, the upcoming Vin Diesel game "The Wheelman" (360/PS3, 2009), and a host of other

outlets.
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